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Purpose of report and background 
This addendum is intended to update and supplement the Shoreline Restoration Plan, for 
Shorelines in Cowlitz County and the Cities of Castle Rock, Kalama, Kelso, and Woodland 
prepared by The Watershed Company in April 2015, edited June of 2015.  This addendum only 
addresses changes and additional information for the shorelines within the City of Kalama and 
is intended to supplement the information in that report. Changes are presented by section and 
the numbering is maintained from the original document.  The remaining sections of that 
report remain valid as previously written for this project. 
 

Existing Conditions 
3.1.3 Kalama River Assessment Unit 
 
This section discusses the entire assessment unit, which includes the lower 10 miles within the 
city of Kalama.  This area was addressed in the Assessment Analysis Addendum prepared in 
October of 2021 by TRJ Planning and Ecological Land Services.  The characterization of that 
section of the reach remains heavily impacted by constructed armoring and levees.  In addition, 
the analysis shows that that reach has also been subject to additional permitting for 
construction of a regional park and shows signs of additional use by neighboring residential 
properties.  The channelization and presence of large woody debris remains poor as a deterrent 
to flooding. 
 
3.3 City of Kalama 
 
The function of the Shoreline within the City of Kalama has continued to be characterized by 
armored shorelines and stream corridors of varying conditions.  The Columbia and Kalama 
Rivers have been utilized for a variety of residential, industrial and recreational opportunities.  
Recent changes to the Kalama River Shoreline include the construction of a regional park and 
sports fields.  The Columbia River shoreline has included ongoing development of the hotel and 
a small restaurant (Ales Pointe Pub) and a recently permitted Small Vessel Cruise dock.  Recent 
beach nourishment through dredged sands placement along the Columbia River shoreline in 



front of the Marine Park of the Port of Kalama is beneficial to both aquatic habitat and human 
recreational activities.   
 
The updated assessment for the Kalama shorelines says: 
“Areas with potential restoration opportunities in the City of Kalama lie mainly around Kress 
Lakealong the Kalama River and portions of the Columbia River. A portion of the land around 
Kress Lake, which is primarily forested, is under a mitigation agreement with the State of 
Washington.  The land along the north and south banks of the Kalama River, west of 1-5 and the 
BNSF Railroad also presents a potential mitigation opportunity.  Both projects are proposed as 
mitigation, meaning that they would be restored to compensate for an action that negatively 
affects ecological functions.  As such, mitigation projects are not truly restoration projects, and 
the projects may or may not result in a net gain in ecological functions.  Other restoration 
opportunities along the Kalama River and Kress Lake include planting of native vegetation, 
removal or suppression of invasive plant species, and removal of unnecessary human-built 
structures.  Addition of large wood for fish habitat is also a potential restoration action in 
appropriate locations along the riverbank.  On the Columbia River, Corps-sponsored beach 
nourishment projects in front of the Marine Park of the Port of Kalama return sediment to the 
riverbank and improve shallow water conditions for juvenile fish outmigration.  Future 
opportunities for beach nourishment on the Columbia River will be available as long as river 
channel dredging maintenance programs continue.” 
 

4. Existing County and City Programs 

4.3 City of Kalama 
 
The City of Kalama updated the Comprehensive Plan in November of 2016. This update 
included a growth management area and included future land use designations for those areas 
for zoning and comprehensive planning use.  The Comprehensive plan includes the following 
goals that support critical area restoration and protection: 
 

1. Encourage a pattern of community development in concert with the land’s capability to 
support such development, to avoid hazard areas and preserve unique natural and scenic 
areas.  

2. Preserve the natural and scenic amenities that define Kalama and provide a distinct and 
unique quality of life.  

3. Encourage the location of safe, environmentally responsible industries in the Port of 
Kalama industrial area.  

4. Carefully consider environmental matters in the decision-making process, while seeking 
to create and maintain a sustainable urban environment.  

5. Protect areas that are generally not suitable for intensive development such as those prone 
to landslides, flooding and/or containing wetlands and/or other critical areas.  



6. Seek to restore natural systems and environmental functions that have been lost or 
degraded, when feasible.  

7. Consider and evaluate the cumulative impacts of land use and policy decisions on the 
environment and balance them with other plan goals and policies.  

8. Encourage economic enterprises that will support and enhance the community and will 
result in minimal environmental impact.  

9. Conserve and protect groundwater and maintain good quality surface water.  

6. Potential Projects 

6.1.3 Kalama River Assessment Unit 
 
Unchanged from previous proposal 

6.3 City of Kalama 
 
The list of projects remains unchanged. 
 
The City of Kalama adopted an updated Critical Areas Ordinance in June of 2017 which updated 
the regulations within Kalama to reflect current Best Management Practices.  Exhibit “B” 
incorporated into this update of the Shoreline Master Program reflects the most current critical 
areas regulations within the City and will ensure mitigation for impacts will continue in 
alignment with the previous restoration plan. 
 
 


